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Womersley Number-Based Estimates of Blood Flow
Rate in Doppler Analysis: In Vivo Validation by
Means of Phase-Contrast MRI
Raffaele Ponzini∗ , Christian Vergara, Giovanna Rizzo, Alessandro Veneziani, Alberto Roghi, Angelo Vanzulli,
Oberdan Parodi, and Alberto Redaelli

Abstract—A common clinical practice during single-point
Doppler analysis is to measure the centerline maximum velocity
and to recover the time-averaged flow rate by exploiting an assumption on the shape of velocity profile (a priori formula), either
a parabolic or a flat one. In a previous study, we proposed a new
formula valid for the peak instant linking the maximum velocity and the flow rate by including a well-established dimensionless
fluid-dynamics parameter (the Womersley number), in order to account for the hemodynamics conditions (Womersley number-based
formula). Several in silico tests confirmed the reliability of the new
formula. Nevertheless, an in vivo confirmation is missing limiting
the clinical applicability of the formula. An experimental in vivo
protocol using cine phase-contrast MRI (2-D PCMRI) technique
has been designed and applied to ten healthy young volunteers in
three different arterial districts: the abdominal aorta, the common
carotid artery, and the brachial artery. Each PCMRI dataset has
been used twice: 1) to compute the value of the blood flow rate used
as a gold standard and 2) to estimate the flow rate by measuring
directly the maximum velocity and the diameter (i.e., emulating
the intravascular Doppler data acquisition) and by applying to
these data the a priori and the Womersley number-based formulae.
All the in vivo results have confirmed that the Womersley numberbased formula provides better estimates of the flow rate at the
peak instant with respect to the a priori formula. More precisely,
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mean performances of the Womersley number-based formula are
about three times better than the a priori results in the abdominal
aorta, five times better in the common carotid artery, and two times
better in the brachial artery.
Index Terms—Blood flow, Doppler estimate, doppler ultrasound,
phase-contrast MRI (PCMRI), Womersley number.

I. INTRODUCTION
HE DOPPLER-BASED instrumentation measures blood
velocity through a section, by acquiring the difference in
frequency between a transmitted wave and the reflected signal (Doppler-shift effect). In the single-point Doppler method,
the reflected signal is retrieved in a single point of the vascular section, so that only the measure of the blood velocity in
a selected point of the section is available [55]. The standard
practice is to get this measure as the maximum velocity VM
over the section. In particular, if the acquisition procedure can
be performed in sites sufficiently far from branching, bending,
and strongly tapered regions, a symmetry of the velocity profile
can be considered (cylindrical symmetry hypothesis), so that the
measurements of the centerline velocity gives a good estimate
of the maximum velocity VM . In these cases, it is usually assumed that the flow rate can be obtained from the maximum
velocity, making an a priori assumption on the velocity profile
(namely, parabolic or flat). This approach, hereafter referred
to as a priori approach, has been validated for time-averaged
blood flow-rate estimation in the coronaries (see [10]). Successively, it has been applied to a wide range of vascular districts
(see, e.g., [21], [36], [45]–[47], and [54]) and under very different blood flow conditions (e.g., baseline and atrial pacing,
see, e.g., [19] and [25]). Even if the time-averaged blood flow
(estimated from the time-averaged maximum velocity) is commonly used for clinical purposes, sometimes the peak flow rate
(that is the maximum flow rate over the cardiac cycle) has been
considered when changes on blood flow quantities after induced
hyperemic stimulus with respect to their basal values are evaluated. The more relevant clinical example is the study of ischemic
artery disease, where the ratio of peak velocity during stressinduced maximal coronary vasodilatation to the resting peak
velocity [i.e., the coronary flow reserve (CFR)] is considered a
well-established indicator of functional effect of coronary stenosis, with direct implications on revascularization interventions
(see [18], [19], and [38]). Moreover, the peak flow rate has been
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used also in other clinical applications, see, e.g., [3], where it
has been used to evaluate the renal blood flow reserve.
At any instant along the cardiac cycle, the shape of the spatial
velocity profile is not known a priori (see, e.g., [23] and [24]).
Indeed, it is known that, despite the validity of the cylindrical
symmetry hypothesis, the shape of the velocity profile is influenced by many factors, including pulsatility, viscosity, and
diameter in vascular districts (see [33], [48], and [56]). In general, the velocity profile is not parabolic. For what concerns the
time-averaged flow rate, different opinions have been pointed
out concerning this assumption. For example, in [11], it has been
argued that for a fully developed flow, the time-averaged mean
velocity is equal to half the time-averaged maximum velocity,
and then, the parabolic assumption seems to be reasonable. In
contrast, in [23], [24], and [44], it has been shown that the
parabolic assumption could lead to a systematic error also in
straight vessels and far from bending or tapered regions. For
what concerns the peak flow rate, in [43], it has been shown
by means of in silico experiments that the parabolic assumption
leads to a significant error in the estimation of the flow rate. For
this reason, in [43] and here, we have focus on the peak instant,
being the flow rate at that instant more critical to be estimated
starting from the knowledge of just the maximum velocity.
We have proposed a new formula for the estimation of the
flow rate at the peak instant in Doppler analysis starting from the
knowledge of VM in [43]. This formula can be considered as a
generalization of the a priori method. In particular, it is based on
the assumption that the relationship between flow rate and maximum velocity at the peak instant can be better established by
taking into account the hemodynamics conditions represented
by the Womersley number. The latter is a dimensionless parameter depending on the heart pulsatility, the blood viscosity, and
the vessel diameter. For this reason, in what follows, this method
will be referred as Womersley number-based approach (see
Appendix for details). This method has been validated in silico
in both simplified and realistic geometries [carotid bifurcation, Y-shaped bypass grafts, total cavopulmonary connection
(TCPC)] studying different flow waveform under a wide range
of clinical conditions (baseline and atrial pacing). In all, the
in silico validations, the advantage of the Womersley numberbased formula has been clearly demonstrated suggesting that the
new formula performs significantly better at the same cost. Some
of these results indicate also that, under certain hemodynamics
conditions, the performances of the Womersley number-based
formula can be up to five times better with respect to the a priori
formula, highlighting potentially critical side effects on clinical
measurement procedure (see [43]). Nevertheless, even the most
sophisticated in silico analysis is, however, a simplification of
the simulated biological phenomena. Therefore, wondering to
propose this formula for clinical usage, first of all, an accurate
controlled in vivo study was necessary.
To this aim, in this paper, we present an in vivo validation of the Womersley number-based formula, by means of
2-D cine phase-contrast MRI (PCMRI). In general, this imaging technique is considered the state-of-the-art to perform local hemodynamics characterization (see [6], [13]–[15], [17],
[22], [35], [39], [40], [49], and [53]). Moreover, concerning

Fig. 1. Anatomical and phase images of the three anatomical district for one
volunteer. (a) Abdominal aorta. (b) Common carotid artery. (c) Brachial artery.
For each district, the MR anatomical image and the two PC images (amplitude
and phase) in the sampled 2-D slice are shown.

the scopes of this study, the choice of PCMRI technique is
effective also for three reasons. First, it allows to visually select the sampling plane within the vascular anatomy far from
region with branches or bends. Second, it allows to perform
simultaneously both geometrical and fluid-dynamics data measurements [2], [7]–[9], [12], [16], [30]–[32], [34], [35], [50],
without the usage of any endovascular device or contrast agent
that can potentially alter the blood flow. Last, it is widely accepted that under correct sampling condition, the velocity values
acquired with this technique are equivalent to those acquired using ultrasound-based techniques [27], [29], [37], [52].
II. MATERIAL AND METHODS
A. PCMRI: Study Design
Ten healthy young volunteers (with age varying between 25–
42 years, weight 60–95 kg, all males) have been acquired under
baseline conditions using a cine PCMRI protocol for a total scan
duration equal to 40 min. All the volunteers signed an informed
consent according to the ethic institutional review board of the
Niguarda Ca’ Granda Hospital (Milan, Italy). Arterial pressure
was measured before the acquisition and after the overall protocol to ensure stable hemodynamics conditions and parameters.
The baseline measurements have been acquired leaving the subject in resting condition before entering in the MRI chamber for
a sufficient amount of time (about 5 min).
We have considered three anatomical sites with different
cross-sectional area and located at different levels of the arterial
tree, sampling most of the physiological range of the Womersley
number in humans. Moreover, we excluded branching or
strongly tapered sites, so that assumptions behind the a priori
approach (i.e., the cylindrical symmetry hypothesis) are satisfied. More precisely, the brachial artery, the common carotid
artery, and the descending aorta have been chosen to represent
small, medium, and large vessels, respectively. Fig. 1 shows
samples of the three anatomical sites in one representative volunteer. For each volunteer, we acquired the abdominal aorta and
common carotid data under supine position, while the brachial
artery data have been acquired under prone position to ensure
maximum stability and comfort, and an optimal centering in the
main magnetic field accordingly to the MR technician experience. On each arterial district, the scan acquisition took about
10 min.
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TABLE I
PCMRI ACQUISITION PROTOCOL

B. PCMRI: Acquisition Procedure
The region of interest (ROI) was centered as much as possible within the field of view (FOV). 2-D PC data have been
acquired using an MR Siemens Magnetom Avanto 1.5T scanner
equipped with a 12-channel cardiac phased-array coil and with
gradient of maximum intensity equal to 45 mT/m and slew rate
equal to 200 T/m/s. The pulse sequence for 2-D cine PCMRI
data acquisition was T1-weighted, with flip angle set to 30◦ . The
other sequence parameters such as the repetition time (TR) and
echo time (TE), as well as image spatial and temporal resolution
have been adapted for the different vessels in order to preserve
a detailed in-plane spatial accuracy and assuming the total scan
time to be constant. In particular, the in-plane pixel values ranges
from 0.4 to 1 mm according to the different size of the vascular districts. A single velocity component aligned to the vessel
axis was acquired, with velocity encoding along the direction
orthogonal to the slice orientation (“through-plane” encoding).
The acquisition was synchronized to the cardiac cycle, using the
ECG signal as trigger and a beat rejection of ±10%; a retrospective gating algorithm, as implemented in the scanner acquisition
protocols, was used to generate images corresponding to the
selected number of cardiac phases. Due to retrospective gating,
heart rate variations occurred during acquisition are identified
and used to remap the single R–R period to a mean R–R duration [20]. In Table I, the specific acquisition parameters set
for each arterial districts are shown. For each subject and in
each district, a preliminary encoding velocity scout sequence
has been performed for optimizing the value of such velocity,
namely the Venc , out of three possible values. This preliminary
sequence allowed us to avoid any aliasing artefacts in the final
phase image.
C. Data Processing
The phase images were segmented in order to extract wall
vessels location, using a semiautomatic method previously proposed and validated in [1].
After the segmentation process, as suggested in [41], we performed a further processing of the images as shown in Fig. 2,
where the overall flowchart of the validation protocol is presented. At the peak velocity time frame, the segmented PCMRI
images have been used in two ways.
1) The entire spatial velocity profile has been used for retrieving an accurate flow-rate measure. This has been used as
gold standard value (QGS ), denoted as computed flow rate.

Fig. 2. In vivo protocol scheme. At the peak velocity instant the PCMRI
dataset has been used in two ways. (Top) PCMRI blood flow-rate computation
(Q G S gold standard). (Bottom) Flow-rate estimates using the a priori (Q A )
and the Womersley number-based (Q W ) approaches.

The gold standard value QGS of the blood flow rate has
been computed by numerical integration over the artery
cross-sectional area of the local velocity field Vpi taken on
each pixel (pi) of the lumen. More precisely, we set

QGS =
Vpi Api
(1)
pi

where Api is the area of the single intravessel pixel (pi).
2) The maximum velocity VM and the diameter D of the
section at hand have been used for estimating the flow
rate Q through this section, mimicking the intravascular Doppler analysis. In particular, we compute both the
a priori estimate (QA ) and the Womersley number-based
one (QW ). We will call these values estimated flow rates.
In particular, the a priori formula consists in the following
equation:

Api
(2)
QA = kA VM
pi

where
kA = 0.5, for parabolic profile
kA = 1, for parabolic profile
while the Womersley number-based formula, read as follows:

QW = kW VM
Api
(3)
pi

where kW depends on the Womersley number W and is defined
in the Appendix.
For all the estimations in the subjects, a constant values of
blood viscosity (3.5 mPa·s) and density (1060 kg/m3 ) have been
assumed, according to the fact that all the volunteers, where
healthy subjects. In Table IV in the Appendix of the paper, the
values (mean ± std) of kw found in the three districts for the ten
volunteers are summarized.
D. Statistical Analysis
The Bland–Altman test is a clinical indicator of the equivalence of two different measure procedures for the same quantity
and it has been proved to able to quantify their correlations [5].
Here, the Bland–Altman test has been performed in order to
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TABLE II
In Vivo MEASUREMENTS

establish the reliability of the two estimates formulae (namely,
the a priori and the Womersley number-based). In particular,
the two estimates (QA and QW ) have been compared to the
reference value QGS .
III. RESULTS
With reference to Fig. 2, the values of the estimated flow
rates at the peak instant [QA and QW , (2) and (3)] have been
computed, and then, compared to their associated gold standard
values QGS [see (1)] for a total of 30 observations (three district
for ten volunteers), covering a range of the Womersley number
between 2.5 and 14.7. We point out that we use the flat assumption in the a priori formula only for the dataset collected in the
abdominal aorta, where a parabolic hypothesis is known to be
unreliable and a flat profile is commonly hypothesized.

Fig. 3. Estimated and computed flow rates. For all the 30 volunteers, the result
of the in vivo data processing is shown. The estimated flow rates Q A and Q W
[see (2) and (3)] in cubic centimeter per second are plotted together with the
computed gold standard Q G S [see (1)]. All the data are in cubic centimeter per
second. (a) Abdominal aorta. (b) Common carotid artery. (c) Brachial artery.
TABLE III
OVERALL STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE TWO ESTIMATE’S APPROACHES

A. Blood Flow Velocity Measurements and
Flow-Rate Estimates
In Table II, we summarize the measures of interest for the
purposes of this analysis obtained from the in vivo data after the
segmentation process. Namely, the maximum velocity [VM in
centimeter per second], the vessel diameter (D in centimeter),
the Womersley number W , and the gold standard flow rate (QGS
in cubic centimeter per second) have been sampled at the peak
instant. The three districts clearly feature separated values of
VM , D, W , and QGS , as highlighted by their mean values.
In Fig. 3, the estimated flow rates QA and QW [see (2) and
(3)] together with the gold standard QGS [see (1)] for all the 30
cases are shown.
B. Statistical Analysis
In Table III, we report for the two formulae a synthesis of the
percentage differences, in terms of mean value and variance, in
the three arterial districts.
In Fig. 4, we report the result of the Bland–Altman test [5].
On the horizontal-axis, we report the average between the gold
standard and the estimated flow rates, on the vertical-axis, we
report their differences. The solid line indicates the mean values of the differences, the dashed one indicates the variance.
The results obtained with the a priori and with the Womersley
number-based formulae are shown in the left and right column,
respectively. Considering the very different behavior of the three
vascular districts, from the top of the figure to the bottom, we
report the results of the test performed on the overall dataset

(panel a) and on each single dataset (abdominal aorta, carotid
artery, and brachial artery on panels b, c, and d, respectively).
C. Visualization of Spatial Velocity Profiles
To get a visualization of the velocity data acquired with
PCMRI in the three districts at the peak velocity instant, in
Fig. 5, we report the 3-D spatial velocity profiles for three
subjects. From these images, we observe that the profiles are
fairly cylindrically symmetric. However, they are only roughly
parabolic or flat. This is highlighted in the right panel of Fig. 5,
where for one representative subject, we have compared the acquired velocity profile across a single diameter (2-D) with the
corresponding parabolic (flat for the abdominal aorta) profile,
featuring the same value of the centerline velocity.
IV. DISCUSSION
A. Doppler-Like Analysis: Blood Flow-Rate Estimates and
Spatial Velocity Profiles
The main finding of this paper, as shown by the results
in Fig. 3 and Table III, is that the Womersley number-based
formula better estimates the flow rate with the respect to the
a priori formula in all the 30 evaluation. This confirms previous
observations found in [43]. In particular, the a priori approach
leads to a systematic underestimation or overestimation of the
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Fig. 5. 3-D/2-D spatial velocity profiles. (a) Abdominal aorta. (b) Common
carotid artery. (c) Brachial artery. To get a simpler visualization of the changes
of the spatial velocity profiles (in centimeter per second) at different Womersley
number values, the sampled 2-D velocity profiles across a single (normalized)
diameter in each district are shown for a single representative subject, and
compared with a parabola (flat profile for the aorta) sharing the same value of
maximum velocity V M (vertex of the parabola, in centimeter per second).

Fig. 4. Bland–Altman test. The results obtained with the a priori approach are
reported on the left (the flat hypothesis has been used only for the abdominal
aorta data), the results of the Womersley number-based approach on the right.
The statistical analysis has been performed considering all the three districts together and for each single vascular district. (a) Complete dataset. (b) Abdominal
aorta. (c) Carotid artery. (d) Brachial artery. All the data are in cubic centimeter
per second.

flow rate for the parabolic and flat assumptions, respectively.
For example, the a priori formula in small-sized vessels (mean
diameter equal to 0.43 cm in our dataset–parabolic approximation) is affected by a mean relative error of 11.1%, while the
Womersley number-based one features 3.1%. For the mediumand large-sized vessels (mean diameter equal to 0.69 and
1.90 cm, respectively), the mean relative errors are 21.5% and
25.4% for the a priori formula and 4.2% and 10.9% for the
Womersley number-based one. Therefore, in the three typologies of districts, the mean performances of the Womersley
number-based formula are about 3, 5, and 2 times better than the
ones obtained by the a priori formula, respectively. In synthesis,
the performances of the two formulae (see Table III) confirm that
the Womersley number-based one is able to provide remarkably
better performances also in vivo.
The statistical analysis provided by the Bland–Altman
method (see Fig. 4) also confirms that the Womersley numberbased formula is more reliable than the a priori one. Indeed,
considering the results on the overall dataset [see Fig. 4(a)], the

absolute value of the mean error is clearly lower with a smaller
variance (8.2 ± 28.3 cm3 /s for the Womersley number-based
versus −19.1 ± 61.4 cm3 /s for the a priori one). The results of
each vascular districts show that in the brachial and the carotid
artery, the Womersley number-based formula has a full level
of equivalence with the gold standard (being the absolute value
of the mean difference in the two districts equal to 1.44 and
0.34 cm3 /s respectively), while the a priori formula features a
sensible underestimation bias in both the arterial districts (being the absolute value of the mean difference equal to 6.29 and
0.95 cm3 /s) [see Fig. 4(c) and (d)].
As a matter of fact, the assumptions behind the a priori approach are unreliable, as shown by the visualization of the 3-D
spatial velocity profiles at the peak velocity instant (see Fig. 5).
In Fig. 5, we compare also the acquired velocity profile across
a single diameter with the corresponding parabolic (or flat for
the abdominal aorta) profile, featuring the same value of the
centerline velocity. It is evident that despite the reliability of the
cylindrical symmetry hypothesis, the velocity profiles assumed
in the a priori approach are not accurate.

B. Dependence of the Error on W
In Fig. 6, the relative error, with respect to the gold standard value, is reported as function of the Womersley number
for the a priori estimates. Considering the overall trend of the
a priori approach, we observe that the absolute value of the error
increases as the values of W get larger. This explains why the
introduction of the Womersley number in the formula improves
the estimates.
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TABLE IV
k w VALUES

Fig. 6. Percentage errors of the a priori formula is shown as function of the
Womersley number values together with the linear regression line.

C. Possible Clinical Applications
The Womersley number depends on the diameter, heart rate,
and viscosity. In this study, the viscosity has been assumed to be
constant among all the subjects, while the diameter varies in the
range 0.38–2.14 cm, and the heart rate in 56.8 ± 6.2 beats per
minute (bpm). Therefore, in the results presented in the previous
section, the variation on the shape of the spatial velocity profile
is mainly due to the variability of the diameter. In particular,
the results reported in Figs. 3 and 6 show that the error of the
a priori approach becomes higher (as absolute value) when D
(and then W ) increases, whilst with the Womersley numberbased approach, they are confined below 15.75%. Therefore,
we can state that the a priori approach is, in particular, not
recommended in medium and large vessels.
It is well known that the velocity profile depends on the
Womersley number (see [56] for a theoretical discussion), which
increases when the heart rate increases. Therefore, we expect
that the performances of the a priori formula deteriorate when
the heart rate increases, in analogy with the case of increasing
diameter, since in both cases, the Womersley number increases
(see Fig. 6). On the contrary, (3), which depends on the Womersley number (and consequently on the heart rate), should provide
significant better estimates of the flow rate, also for higher heart
rates. This could have relevant clinical implications. For example, it could lead to better estimates of the CFR, being this
quantity crucial in interventional clinics, since it has been extensively used to assess coronary vasodilating capability in patients with suspected or known coronary artery disease (CAD)
(see [18], [19], [28], and [38]). Of course, a validation of the
performances of the Womersley-number based formula for high
heart rate should be directly performed. This will be the object
of a future study.
Finally, we can state that this formula will be able to help
also other new future applications, where the peak flow rate is
of some clinical interest.
D. Data Requirements
For the application of the Womersley number-based formula,
only the measurement of the vessel diameter, viscosity, and the
maximum velocity are needed (see Appendix for further details

on the Womersley number calculation in vivo). Therefore, this
strategy does not require any new data with respect to those already acquired during a typical Doppler analysis (see [41]–[43],
and [51]). The application of (3) is therefore immediate in practice. Indeed, in [51], this formula has been applied, without any
new acquisition, to a velocimetry Doppler dataset to provide a
CFR evaluation. From this point of view, our formula provides
an algebraic expression that is comparable to the complexity of
the a priori formula. Other approaches are based on the application of the Womersley theory (that is on the analytical expression of the flow rate in terms of velocity, see [4], [26], and [56]).
These methods are certainly elegant and sophisticated, however,
they feature a higher mathematical complexity (in performing
fast Fourier transform (FFT) and managing Bessel functions) in
comparison with the a priori formula that involve just a multiplication of VM by a constant factor (0.5 or 1.0). In our formula, the
value of VM is multiplied by a parametric factor that depends on
the Womersley number (see Table IV in the Appendix for the kW
values (mean ± std) found for the ten volunteers in the three districts). Even more important, the Womersley theory is exact only
in cylindrical domains, whilst a Womersley-number formula
could be, in principle, obtained for any district, provided that
suitable numerical simulations in those districts are performed
(see [43]). Indeed, due to the modern geometry reconstruction
techniques, it is nowadays possible to perform numerical simulations in any vascular domain. However, a more detailed comparison between the approach based on the Womersley theory,
and the one presented and validated, in this paper, will be carried
out extensively as a future development of this study.
E. Blood Rheology
The viscosity of blood has been considered to be constant
for all subjects. This hypothesis is justified by theoretical and
clinical observations, as discussed in [51], where it has been
shown the negligible dependence of the flow-rate estimate on
the rheology model.
V. LIMITATIONS AND CONCLUSION
There are several limitations and possible extensions to this
study.
1) The value of VM has been obtained still using PCMRI. Obviously, a more effective comparison between the different
estimated flow rates could be performed by acquiring the
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value of VM with a Doppler technique. However, this
would introduce a bias in the two measurements due to
possible different physiological conditions of the subject
during the two acquisitions that could not be acquired at
the same instant. For this reason, we decided to process the
value of VM acquired with the PCMRI, yielding the gold
standard computations and the estimates from measures
acquired at the same time. Moreover, it is worth to underline that, under correct sampling condition, the velocity
values acquired with ultrasound-based techniques and using cine PCMRI are equivalent as stated in [27], [29], [37],
and [52]. Being our in vivo analysis oriented on the study
of arterial sites far from bends and or branching, where the
velocity patterns are highly axial and undisturbed, we can
state that the acquisition of the maximum velocity with
the PCMRI did not alter the results one would obtain by
using directly the ultrasound procedure.
2) As pointed out in Section II, we resorted to a robust segmentation method, guaranteeing a good level of operator
independence. A possible further step for reducing uncertainty from gold standard values is to resort to an in vitro
validation using MRI pulsatile flow phantoms.
3) Our investigation does not sample values in the interval
of the Womersley number between 5.9 and 11.8. Unfortunately, this was not under the control of the authors, since
all the acquisition have been done under baseline conditions, and then, without the possibility to modify the heart
rate over the physiological intersubject variability to fill
out all the range of W .
Despite of these limitations and possible improvements, this
study confirms with the proposed in vivo validation that the new
Womersley number-based formula for estimating blood flow
from the measurement of VM is by far better than the traditional
ones at the same cost, i.e., without requiring any different or
new acquisition procedures.
It is finally worth to mention that Womersley number-based
formula is the result of a statistical analysis conducted over
hundreds of numerical simulations performed in [43] (see
Appendix). The reliability of this analysis can be, therefore,
further improved in two ways.
1) Equation (3) has been devised with a “general purpose”
perspective, i.e., covering a wide (physiological) range of
Womersley number. If the Womersley numbers of interest
refer to a limited interval, an ad hoc formula can be devised
with the same procedure, so that in the range of interest
flow-rate estimations can be further enhanced (see [43]).
2) The approach could be extended to the whole cardiac
cycle. This would require to include the sampling of the
maximum velocity over the cardiac cycle, thus allowing
an estimate of the time-averaged flow rate.
APPENDIX
The flow rate through a section Γ is defined as follows:

undγ

Q=
Γ

(A1)
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where u is the blood velocity and n is the normal unit vector. In
order to obtain Q, the whole spatial velocity profile is needed.
However, the flow rate can be approximated by the formula as
follows:
Q = kVM A

(A2)

for a suitable value of k. For example, in a cylinder in steady
conditions, we have k = 0.5 (parabolic profile). However, this
value is not correct for not cylindrical domains (even if the
cylindrical symmetry hypothesis is satisfied) and/or in pulsatile
conditions. For this reason, other values of k need to be found
in order to get a better estimate of the flow rate. However, this
a priori choice of k is not satisfactory in the general case.
A possible keypoint to generalize the a priori approach is
to consider the hemodynamics conditions by including the
Womersley number in the flow-rate estimation. The Womersley
theory has been developed by Womersley [56] for a singlesinusoidal pressure drop applied over a cylindrical rigid-wall
geometry for the calculation of velocity, rate of flow, and viscous drag in arteries when the pressure gradient is known. In
this paper, the expression of a dimensionless fluid dynamics
quantity (Womersley number W ) is given

fπ
(A3)
W =D
2ν
where f is the frequency and ν is the blood viscosity.
In this paper, the application of the Womersley theory to the
case of measured pressure curves (femoral dog) is discussed. In
this case, the author explains how to decompose a complex measured signal into the summation of sinusoidal contribution due
to the Fourier theory (harmonics decomposition). For each harmonic contribution, a specific value of W can be computed, and
used separately and independently from the contribution of the
other harmonics (principle of superimposing effect). Nevertheless, in the work of Womersley [56], it is also clearly mentioned
that a unique and representative value of W can be calculated
for a specific arterial district (in the paper, where the case of
the human femoral artery is discussed), using the heart rate as
reference frequency. Therefore, in this paper, we have computed
the Womersley number by referring to this definition, so that the
frequency f in (A3) is given by the heart rate.
We have shown that by means of wide computational-based
campaign, a new expression for the value of k as a function
of the Womersley number can be found in [43]. This strategy
stems from the application of a computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) technique, where the flow rate is prescribed through the
introduction of a Lagrange multiplier (see [43]). Starting from
the data arising from a large set of simulations performed with
this technique, by means of a Levenberg–Marquand nonlinear
least-mean-squares algorithm, a new formula linking the maximum velocity and the flow rate at the peak instant has been
proposed. This approach automatically improves the reliability
of the estimate procedure. In particular, the following expression
has been proposed in [43]:

W ≤ 2.7
g1 ,
(A4)
k = kw = pg1 + (1 − p)g2 , 2.7 < W ≤ 3.1
3.1 < W ≤ 15.
g2 ,
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where
g1 (W ) = 0.5(1 + a1 W b 1 );
g2 (W ) = 0.5b2 arctan(a2 W );

a1 = 0.00417 b1 = 2.95272
;
a2 = 1.00241

b2 = 0.94973

and
p = e(W −2.7)

2

/(w −2.7) 2 −(3.1−2.7) 2

.
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